The deleted additional disk from Foreman UI is getting created for VM provisioned on GCE.

Steps:
-------
1. Create GCE CR.
2. Create an image in Foreman using GCE images.
3. Attempt to provision a VM with the above image, but -
4. While provisioning a VM, first assign an additional disk to the VM and quickly remove it (before provisioning).
5. Complete the VM provisioning from Foreman.

Actual Behavior:
---------------------
The VM is provisioned with the additional disk, even though we have not requested it (requested first but then deleted).

Expected Behavior:
---------------------
The VM is provisioned 'without' the additional disk, as we have not requested for it.

Associated revisions
--------------------
Revision 5b4f872 - 07/18/2019 03:28 PM - Kavita Gaikwad
Fixes #26442 - removes deleted additional volume in GCE

History
-------
#1 - 03/28/2019 09:11 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Related to Bug #26473: [Google Compute Resource] fix broken changes with latest API changes and fog-google gem update added

#2 - 04/03/2019 07:04 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Related to deleted (Bug #26473: [Google Compute Resources] fix broken changes with latest API changes and fog-google gem update)

#3 - 07/02/2019 05:11 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/6870 added

#4 - 07/02/2019 05:13 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Triaged changed from No to Yes

#5 - 07/08/2019 11:21 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Bugzilla link set to 1721882
#6 - 07/18/2019 03:28 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 1.23.0 added

#7 - 07/18/2019 04:01 PM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 5be48f72ffdbf71eaa85d1f35f4b7fabbf2c3a30.

#8 - 08/05/2019 02:25 PM - Tomer Brisker
- Subject changed from The deleted additinal disk from Foreman is being created in VM in GCE to The deleted additional disk from Foreman is being created in VM in GCE